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t90B Haidar Ali, who is a wholesale dealer in the bazar, against whom the retail
MAY 17. sellers have combined.
o Then, the case of Moher Sheikh s, Queen.Empress (1) is directly in
R;~r:~o~ point, and we follow that authority.

. We, bhorefore, decline to interfere.
sa 0:-786=2
0. L. ".108=

90. W. N.
911=2 Or. L.

J.459.

Oonviction upheld.

32 C. 759 (=9 O. W. N. 520·,,201'. L. J. 259.)

[759] CRlMlNAL REFERENCE.
Before Mr. Justice Henderson a'YuZ Mr. Justice Geidt.

EMPEROR v. AUDUTJ HAMID.*
[24th March 1905.]

ThutnlJ-mark-Thurnb.mark, wvidentiarll value of-Bl1/,rred impressiotl.s-ExpeT~

opinion, grounds oJ... Judgp.-Jury-,PoweT of ,l"dge to question the btTy-OrimitltJl
Procedure Code (Act V of 1~\J8) s. ~30:\.

Where oerualn thumb impressions were blurred. and many of the cbarae
torhtic marks, therefore. lar. from clear. thus rendering it difficult to trace the
feature>. enumerated by an expert Be showing the idonti(;y of the impressions.
and the Court could only find a distinct similarity in Rome respects, II. g.•
pattern and central oore :-

Held that she Jur y were not wrong in refusing to aoeept the opinion of the
expert.

Per Gei,tt J. A Jury mfloY decline to accept the opinion of an expert without
the corroboration of thoir own intelligence as to the reasons which guided him
to h;A oonolusion with respect to the idontity of the impressions

Per Henderson J. It is only when it is necessary to ascertain what the
verdict really is that A. 303 of the Oriminal Procedure Code justifies the
Judge in putting questions to the Jury.

Where, therefore, on flo oharge under 9. 82 (c; ofthe Registration Aot (III of
1877). the verdict was a plain and simple one of not guilty, the Judge wa.s
not empowered to ask the Jurors whether they found th,at the thumb impres.
sion on the bond alleged to have been forged was that of the accuacd.

[Ref. \J P. It. H114Cr.; FaL 27 1. C. 900=16 Cr. L. J. 228.]

CmMINAT~REFRRRNCR
'1'110 accused, Abdul Hamid, was alJegoc1 to have falsely personated one

Moshrol Ali, and in such assumed cl.aracter to have admittec1 the execu
tion of a boud puruorting to have been made in favour of one Garon Ali,
his cousin's husband, and to have presented the same for registration on
the Gth November 1902 before the Sub-Registrar of Adhunagar. It
appearod that on the 11th instant, the real Moshrof Ali went to [760]
the ;~ub-Registri1r, and lodged a written' complaint before him that
some person, not named, had falsely personated him and got the said
bond registered, upon which an inquiry was held resulting in criminal
proceedings boin.; instituted against the accused and certain others. The
accused was not, however, arrested til1 the 18th fjeptember 1904, and he
was committed for trial on the 7th December last.

He was in clue course tried before the ~;e55ions Judge of Chlttagong
and a Jury on a charge under s, 82 (c) of the Registration hct (IIi of 1877).

During the trial one Mahomed Amin, a Sub-Inspector in the Criminal
Investigation Department of tlJe office of the Inspector-General of Police,

Criminal Reference No.3 of 1,J05 by B. K. Mulliok, Ses810ns Judge of Chitta
gong. dated IlSrd January 1905.

(1) (1893) I. L. R. 21 Cal. 892.
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was examined as an expert on finger prints, and he deposed tbat the tbumb 1906
impressions on the forged bond and in the Sub-Registrar's thumb register MARCH 2£.
corresponded with the thumb impression of the accused taken before the
Magistrate, but not with that of Moshrof Ali. RC:i:i::~E.

The Jury returned a unanimous verdict of not guilty, whereupon the --
Judge put to them the following question :__ 82 C.7tl~9

O. W. N. 520
Q.--Do you find that the thumb impression Exhibit I (d)-on the =20•. L,J.

bond-is not the impression of the accused? 259.
A .-Weare not ready to accept the evidence of the expert as con

clusive. We do not think he is properly qualijied to give an
opinion.

The Judge, disagreeing with the Jury, referred the case to the High
Court under s, 307 of the Criminal Procedure Code on the ground that
their verdict was perverse.

No one appeared for the accused or the Crown.
HENDEHSON, .T. The accused, Abdul Hamid, in this case was, charged

under section 82 (c) of Act III of 1877 with having personated one Moshrof
Ali and having in such assumed character IJn the 5th November 1902,
admitted execution of a bond before a ,-;ub-Registrar.

Tbe Jury returned a unanimous verdict of" not guilty," and the
i-lessions Judge, who disagreed with that verdict, has made a reference to
this Court under section 307 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

[761] The »essions Judge in his letter of reference points out
(i) that the prosecution produced evidence to show that the accused

told the writer of the document that he was not Moshrof Ali,
(ii ) that the accused was seen by the witness Imamuddi on the day

of registration (the 5th November 1902) going towards the Registry office
with the writer, and

(iii) that the thumb impression of the alleged executant taken at the
time of registratior; corresponds exactly with that of the accused, but does
not correspond at all with that of Moshrof Ali.

In the opinion of the Judge, the Jury took a perverse view of the evi
dence in refusing to believe that Imamudcli saw the accused with the writer
of the deed on tile day it was registered, and their refusal to place any
reliance on the expert evidence with regard to finger prints was" absolutely
and utterly unreasonable."

It appears, therefore, that the case turns entirely upon the credit to be
given to the evidence.

It is clear upon the evidence that the person, who presented the docu
ment for registration, admitted before the Sub-Registrar that he had exe
cuted it, that be placed his thum b impressiou on the document below the
execution endorsement and also in the register of thumb impressions, and
that the document purported to be signed by one Moshrof Ali. It is also
clear that Moshrof Ali did not sign it. In the evening of the 5th November
the document having been duly registered-was ready to be returned to anJ"
one presenting the receipt for it.• •On the 11th November the real Moshrof Ali, accompanied by the
witness Imamuddi, came to the Dub-Registrar and made certain inquiries,
and the information he received resulted in his lodging a c'lmplaint in
writing stating that a fraud had been committed and that some person had
personated him. It was not stated in the complaint that the accused,
Abdul Hamid, was the person, who had personated the complainant, but
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1905 the Sub-Registrar deposed that the complainant verbally informed him
MARCH. 24. that it was the accused Abdul Hamid.
c The complaint was forwarded to the District Registrar, and, on the
RE~:i:;~E 23rd November, that offcer gave orders for an enquiry [762] to be

_ . made. After the enquiry had been held the Deputy Mllgistrate issued a
320769=9 summons against the accused under section 82 of Act III of 1877, and also
C. W. N. 520 against Absanullah, who was alleged to have identified the accused, and
=~~5~ L. J. against Gnron Ali, the person in whose favour the bond was executed.

• Ahsanullah died before the trial, and Guron Ali was discharged on the 18th
February 1904 under section 253 of the Criminal Procedure Oode. The
accused, Abdul Hamid, was not arrested tin the 18th September 1904,
and he was committed for trial on the 7th December last.

It is said, and it seems to he the fact, that the accused is the cousin
of the wile of Guron Ali. The accused denied all knowledge of the hand,
alleging that the case had been got up by the witness Imarnuddi in order
to revenge himself against Guron Ali with whom, he said, Imamuddi was
at enmity for various reasons alleged by him.

One of the most important questions for determination in this case is
whether the accused falsely' stated to the ,)ub-Registrar that he was
Moshrof Ali, the presenter and executant of the bond. Neither the Dub
Registrar nor anyone from the Registry office could identify the accused
as the person who had presented the bond and admitted execution.

Moshrof Ali did not execute the bond. AI'! a reason for a false bond
being set up he alleged that six months before the document was presented
for registration he had a quarrel with Guron Ali and Ab9Ul Hamid about
giving change for a bad rupee. He said he was told by the witness Im,
amuddi that a bond in his name had been forged, and that, in consequence,
he went to the Registry office with him and made inquiries and then lodged
a complaint.

The writer of the bond was the witness Kabel Krishna, He said that
Ahsanullab, who was the brother of Guron Ali, took him to Guron Ali's
house, and there he met the accused, whom he had never seen before,
and then he was instructed by the accused to write the bond in Guron
Ali's favour, Guron Ali not being present. He did not know the accused
before, but he said his name was Moshrof Ali. The accused did not sign the
document. After writ,ing out the bond Kabel Krishna says he came away
leaving the accused in Guron Ali's house, He did [763] not go to the
Registry office. He did not know how Imamuddi came to know of the bond
a;; he never spoke to bim 0)' anyone else about it. In Iaot, until he was
summoned to appear before the Magistrate, he had no idea that the bond
was forged.

Imamudc1i professes to bave known the accused for six or seven years,
but in cross-examination he said he aid not know his name, but only knew
him by sight; On the clay the bond was registered, he said (and in this he
contradicts Kabel Krishna) he met Kabel Krishna and the accused about
SO yards from Guron Ali's house, and in the course of conversation he
(Kabel Krishna) said he was going to the Registry office. They then part
ed, but a little Jater, before sunset, Kabel Krishna came tonis house and
told him about the bond, and from another man he heard the same story
the next day. The following day he went to the Registry office and told
the Sub-Registrar what he had heard. He was shown the bond and told to
bring the man who had been defrauded. He Bent for Moshrof Ali who came
to his house, and they both proceeded to the Registry office, where Mosh-
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rof Ali filed a petition of complaint. In cross-examination he said that the 1905
accused and Kabel Krishna were acquainted with each other. Afterwards MABCH 24.
he said that they were not and denied having ever said so. He further said
that Kabel Krishna told him that the man, who said he was the executant R~~~~~NN~
of the document, had confessed to him that his name was not Moshrof Ali, ~ _ .
but that at Guron Ali's solicitations he had agreed to personate him, and 32 C. 7b1=9
that thereupon he came away. C. W. N.520

. f h . . 1" , =2 Cr. 8. J.'I'he evidence of t ese two witnesses lS extreme y unsaaisiaotory. 2611.
There seems to be reason to believe that Kabel Krishna Das was a party
to the fabrication of the false bond, and the Sessions Judge taking tha.t
view cautioned the Jury against accepting his evidence, pointing out that
he seemed to be trying to make his connection with the document as dis
tant as possible.

'The ;3essions Judge pointed out to the Jury the improbability that
Kabel Krishna.iif he was in the conspiracy, would have told Imamuddi
anything about the bond, and he told them that it seemed to him that
Imamuddi was unwilling to disclose the name of his informant, and that
he had, therefore, concocted the story that he had been told about it by
Kabel Krishna. •

[7M] if the evidence of Kabel Krishna and Imamuddi stood apart,
1 should have no hesitation in saying that any Jury would be justified in
refusing to accept it.

The only other evidence to which reference may be made is that of
the muharrir ol the I~ub-Registrar,who stated that he knew Ahsanullab .
and was certain t~at it was he who identified the executant of the bond,
and of Mahomed Amin, a special L:ub-Inspector on Rs, 30 a month in the
Criminal Investigation Department, who was brought down from Calcutta
to give evidence as an expert as to the correspondence between the thumb
impressions ol the accused with those on the bond and in the thumb im
pression register kept at the Registry office. He said that he had studied
finger impressions .Ior five months in a training school and 13 months in
the office of the Inspector. General of Police, and that he had examined
two or three lakhs of impressions and bad himself taken thousands of im
pressions. He was of opinion, apparently without any reservation, that the
thumb impressions made in Court by the accused corresponded with those
made by the person, who presented the bond, on the bond itself and in the
thumb register. He gave his reasons for his opinion, stating the various
points of similarity, and his opinion is, therefore, entitled to be treated
with very great consideration. I have myself subjected the impressions to
a careful study both with the naked eye and a magnifying glass. 'l'he im
prcssions are unfortunately blurred and many of the characteristic marks
are, therefore, far from clear. This renders it difficult to trace the marks
enumerated by the expert witness as demonstrating the correspondence
between the two sets of impressions. I am unable to say more than that
in some respects a distinct similarity can be traced. Under these circum
stances, I should hesitate to say that the .Jury were wrong in not accept-,
ing the evidence of the expert more especially when the evidence to cor
roborate his tesfimony wa~ of such an unreliable character.

'I'here is another matter to which I think some reference ought to be
made. The Jury after having returned- a unanimous verdiqii of "not
guilty" were asked the following question :-

" Do you find tbat the thumb impression Exhibit 1 (d) (on the bond) is
not the impression of the accased."
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[765] and they have the reply:-
" We are not ready to accept the evidence of the expert as conclusive.

We do not think he is properly qualified to give an opinion."
CRIMINAL I .. h J 1 h b d h .REFERENCE. n my opinion t e ury oug lt nob to ave een aske t e question after

-- having given a unanimous verdict of" not guilty." The verdict was a plain
32tl. 7!l9=9 simple verdict of "not guilty." and in my opinion it was the duty of the
~rti:·t2~ Judge to receive it. It is only when it is necessary to ascertain what the
- 269.' . verdict really is that section 303 of the Criminal Procedure Code justifies

the Judge in putting questions to the Jury. Here it was unnecessary. The
reasons which the Jury gave for not accepting the evidence of Mahomed
Amin are reasons which a Jury might very well have honestly acted upon,
and in my opinion it would be going a long way to characterize the verdict
as perverse.

In my opinion the evidence afforded by the correspondence of thumb
impressions is ordinarily of great value, and I should be sorry to lay down
any proposition which might detract from its value generally, At the same
time 1 should hesitate before 1 would convict on the mere result of a criti
cal examination of thumb impressions made by an expert. I know noth
ing about the particular expert witness who gave his evidence in the pre
sent case. The Jury had an opportunity (the Judge, of course, had also) of
seeing the witness and judging of his manner of giving evidence, and it
may be that they were honestly of opinion that they could not trust his
evidence.

In the present case 1 should certainly not set (}Iside the verdict, unless I
felt that the evidence as to the thumb impressions way; conclusive, and as
I have indicated, Lam not prepared to say it is. One ground upon which the
Sessions Judge considered the verdict perverse was that they refused to be
lieve that Imamuddi saw the accused and the writer of the bond together
on the day of rcgistratiou, In the first place, the writer denies that he
was at the place alleged with the accused, and his story is altogether
inconsistent with the two having been together. In the next place,
in his charge the i~ession5 .ludge furnished tho Jury with reasons
more or less cogent for disbelieving the evidence of Imamuddi as to how
he came to know of the fraud.

['i66] Under the circumstances the verdict of the Jury must stand.
The accused is, therefore, acquitted and ordered to be released,

GElDT, J. The accused, Abdul Hamid, was placed on his trial before
the oeseions Judge of Chittagong sitting with a Jury on the charge that
he had falsely personated Moshrof Ali, and in such assumed character had
presented a document for registration and admitted its execution, thereby
committing an offence under section 82 (c) of the Registration Act, 1877.
The Jury acquitted the accused, and the Judge has referred the case to
this Court under section 307 or the Code of Criminal Procedure, with an
expression of his opinion that the offence charged had been established, and
that the accused should be convicted.

'I'he accused Abdul Hamid and Moshrof Ali, the personalleged to
have been persouated, are inhabitants of the same village" Poiohari, The
document (Exhibit 1) in respect of which the charge was laid is a bond
purporting to have been executed by Moshrof Ali in favour of Guron Ali,
who is married to Abdul Hamid's cousin, and resides ah Barahatia some
seven or 'eight miles from Poichari, This document was, on 5th November
1902, presented for registration at the Adhunagar Sub-Registry office by a
person calling himself Moshrol Ali. He was identified as such by Guron'e
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brother Ahsanullah, since dead, and admitted the execution of the deed. 1906
Hie signature was placed on the document below the endorsement of MARCH 24.
admission of execution, and the impression of his left thumb was taken in
the same place and also in a Register kept for the purpose. The former RCRIMINAL
impression is marked Exhibit 1 (d), and the latter, Exhibit 2. About a EF~NCE.
week afberwards Mosbrof Ali, who is a ohaukidar, appeared at the Dub- 32 C. 75f=9
Registry office, accompanied by Imamuddi, a duffad ar of chaukidars, and C. W. N. 520
presented a written complaint in which he stated that a forged-bond had =1I ~~. It. J.
been presented by a fictitious Moshrof', and asked for an enquiry. In the 9.
written complaint the name of the personator was not inserted but the
Sub-Begistrar deposes that Abdul Hamids name was mentioned orally. An
inquiry was held, and in the result warrants were issued, amongst others,
for Abdul Hamid, but he was not arrested tilJ the 18th September 1904.

[767] Moshrof Ali denies that he executed the document Exhibit 1,
or that he took it to the Sub-Registry office, or that he them admitted its
execution. His denial is supported by the appearance of the impression
of his left thumb. An officer from the Criminal Identification Department
of the office of the ! nspeotor-Genera] of Police who has examined many
thousands of such impressions and professes to be an expert on the subject,
has deposed that Moshrof Ali's tbumb impression taken in Court differs
entirely from the thumb impressions Exhi bits 1 (d) and 2 made by the
presenter of the document, and the differonco is so marked as to be plain to
an untrained eye. It may, therefore, be taken as proved that it was not
Moshrof Ali himself who presented the document Exhibit 1 for registration.
It remains to b« determined whether the prosecution have succeeded in
establishing, with ~'easonable certainty, that it was the accused Abdul
Hamid, who personated Moshro( Ali. The accused ('enies the charge, and in
a written statement alleges that it was instigated by Imamuddi, who is at
enmity with Guron Ali. The direct evidence to prove personation is very
slight. 'I'hc .~,ub-Registrar and his rrmliarrir, who received and dealt with
the document, could not recognize the presenter after a lapse of two years.
The muharrir was personally acquainted with Ahsanullah, who identified
the presenter of the document, but Ashanullah, as already indicated, is
dead, and no further inquiries in that direction are, therefore, possible,

The discovery by Mosbrof Ali of the forgery and personation is said
to have been due to the duffadar, Imarnuddi, who is an important witness
in the case. 'I'his man lives at Barahatia, the same village as Guron Ali,
and he deposes that one day he met in the village the accused and Kabel
Krishna who, in the course of conversation, informed him that they were
on the way to the Registration office. lIe received some information the
same night from Kabel Krishna, and on the following day from Nasir
Mahomed, which led him to go to the .: .ub-Registry office and make
inquiries. These inquiries resulted in his sending a letter to Moshrof Ali
who then came and complained of the personation.

Kabel Krishna, whose name appears on the document as the writer,
has also given evidence in the case. He deposes that he [768] wrote the
document in Guron Ali's house. Guron Ali was absent but his brother
Ahsanullah was·present, as °also the accused with whom the witness was
not previously acquainted. 'I'he accused called himself Moshrot Ali, and
s~d that he was the executant of the document, though the eiecution of
the document did not take place in the witness' presence, nor did the
witness go to the Registration office. This is the only piece of direct evidence
against the accused, and th,e Judge has properly pointed out that Kabel
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1905 Krishna seems to have been a party to the fabrication. It is very likely
MAROH 2!l. that Kabel Krishna knew or had reason to suspect that the person execu

ting the deed was not Moshrof Ali, ana it is quite consistent with what we
ORIMINAL know of human nature to suppose that after being a party to the fraud he

REFERENCE.
became frightened and revealed to Imamuddi what had been done. In order

32 \J. 759=9 to conceal his complicity in the transaction by Kabel Krishna minimizes
C. W. N. 520 his own share in the transaction by denying that he witnessed the execu
=8 ~:9L. iI. tion, by denying that he knew at the time of the fraud or that he said

. anything about it to Imamuddi. It is quite clear that very soon after the
registration Abdul Hamid was named as the person, who has personated
Moshrof Ali.rand it is possible that it was from Kabel Krishna that Ima
muddi learnt Abdul Hamid's name. But whether that be so or not, it was
competent for the .Jury to refuse to act on Kabel Krishna's evidence, if that
evidence is uncorroborated; and had the case rested on that evidence alone,
there could be no possible ground for disturbing the verdict of the Jury.
Imamuddi's evidence that he saw Kabel Krishna in the company of the
accused, and that they told him they were going to the Registration
office, may be regarded as some corroboration, if believed, but it was open
to the ,Jury to disbelieve it, considering that Kabel Krishna denied the
incident.

rrhe ;)es5ions Judge, however, is of opinion that the evidence of the
Sub-Inspector from tho Inspcctor-Gcuerals Criminal Investigation Depart
ment is quite sufficient to fasten the personation on tho accused. The
Sub-Inspector took an impression of the accused's thumb before the Com
mitting Magistrate ,it is marked Exhibit 4), and professing himself an
expert he declares that this impression is made by the same person as the
impressious [769] marked Exhibit 1 (d) and Exhi bit 2, made on the docu
ment and the register. [[ this evidence be accepted, it would corroborate
the testimony of Kabel Krishna, and put it beyond reasonable doubt that
it was the accused who presented the document and admitted its execution.
Tho Jury have, however, declined to regard tho ~;ub-Inspector as an
expert, and to act on his opinion, and it is necessar-y for us to consider
whether thoy were wrong in so doing. Now though the classification of
finger impressions is a science requiring study, and though it may require
an expert in the first instance to say whether any two finger impressions
are identical, Yet the reasons which guide him to this conclusion are such
as may be weighed by any intelligent person with good powers of eyesight.
In the present case the Sull- Inspector has enumerated nine differont marks
by which he Ims come to the conclusion that Exhibit 4 is tho impression
of the same thumb as Bxhibits 1 (d) and 2. 1 have examined these im
pressions for myself with the aiJ of a magnifying glass, and endeavoured
to test the ;)ub-inspector's reasons. His first reason is that the pattern in
the two sets of improssicns is the same, and his fifth is that tho central
core or ridge is the same. These reasons can readily be verified by a com
parison of the impressions, but they do not carry us very far, for it is
.obvious they may co-exist in the thumb impressions of many different per
sons. With these two exceptions 1 have been unable to identify the marks
enumerated by the witness as existing in the "two sets. For instance, the
Sub-Inspector's second reason is that the number of ridges between the
right delt~ and tho inner terminus is the same. 'I'he Sub-Inspector has
not mentioned the number of ridges thus indicated, and they are 60 blurred
and run together, that I am unable to count them for myself.

The Sub-Inspector's third reason is as f9110WS :
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" The fifth ridge below the right delta ends abruptly, also the seventh 1905
ridge ends at the same point as the fifth ridge, the third ridge bores a MAROH ~4.

little way and then stops. "
I am able to follow these features in Exhibit 4, hut cannot disbinguish RCRn~IN:~

them in Exhibit 1 (d) or in Exhihit 2. I need not go in detail through the EF~ •

other distinguishing marks: it is sufficient to say that, though I can often 82 C. 75l1!=9
perceive them in one [770] impression (generally Exhibit 4, in which the C. W. N. 520
ridgesstend ?ut the clearest), I am unable to Bay that they e~st in the =2 ~:9.I.. J.
other impressions,

The ~ub-Inspector is a person who failed for his B. A. Examination,
and has been only a little more tban a year in the Police.' Considering
the difficulty I have in perceiving tho marks which lead him to say that
the impression marked Exhibit 4 is made by the same person as Exhibits
1 (d) and 2, I cannot !;lay that the Jury were wrong in declining to regard
him as an expert, whose opinion they woro bound to accept without the
corroboration of their own intelligence as to the reasons which guided
him to his conclusion.

in making these observations 1 desire to throw no doubt on the science
of finger impressions, or on the validity of the conclusions which may be
established from a similarity in their marks. But in the present case I
am of opinion that the similarity of the two sets of finger impressions has
not been established; and as the remaining evidence is far Irom cogent, I
would refuse to disturb tho verdict of the Jury.

Verdict ~(pheld.

82 C. 771 (=9 C. W. N. 621=2 Cr. L . J. 342.)

[771] CRIMINAL REVISION.
Before J'vl1', Justice Henderson and Mr. Justice Geidt.

NITTYANAND Roy v. PARESH NATH SEN.*
[8th March, 1905.]

Jurisdiction 01 Magistrate-Dispute rdating to a kutchery-Initiatory Order-Omis
sion to state the grounds of the a.pprehcn~ton o] 11 breach oj the peace-r-Refercnee
to information obt« ined ill a IOCllI inquirJI 1.01 recorded-Order a8 to costs---- Crt·
mitlal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898), ss. 145, a. (I), 149.

H the Magi~tra.te omit~ ill the initiacory order under B. 145,01. (1) of the
Criminal Procedure Code to state the grounds of his being sanisfled as to the
liltelihood of a breach of the peace, the fina.l order is without [urisdicnion.

WhBre therefore, the initiatory order merely referred to soma inforrnasion,
whioh was obtained during the course of a local inquiry held by himself, but
had not been reduced into writing:-

Held that the proceedings uuder 8. 145 were bad in law.
In a case initiated upon a police report or other information, which hilS

been reduced Into writing, referenoe can be made to the materials upon whioh
the ml>gigtraote acted. to aosoertain whether there were in faot grounds upon
whioh he might have acted, but even then it is his duty to state the grounds,
upon which he was satisfied thaot there was a likelihood of a breach of the
peaoe. •

Queen-Empress v, GGbi'\d Ch4ndra Las (1); Dh'l1lput Singh Y. Chtltlerput
Sin.gh (2); ~hesh Sowar v. Narain Bag (3); and Jagomohan P41 v. Ram
Kumar Gape (4). referred to. ..

• Orimin1lo1 Revision No. 39 of 1905, aglloin~t tIfe order of B. R. !vlehta,.Sub-divi
sional Mag istrate of Chandpur, dated September 24th, 1904.

(1) (1893) 1. L. R. 20 0:01. 520. (3) (1900) I. L. R. 27 Cili. 98l.
(2) (1893) 1. 1.. R. 20 Cal. 518. (4) (IDOl) I. L. R. 28 Cal. 416.
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